
ECON 101: Principles of Microeconomics Spring 2015

Discussion Section 13

KEY CONCEPTS

* Monopolist with perfect price discrimination: Sets a different price for each

consumer, therefore, it will sell a unit as long as the price paid for it is greater than or equal

to its marginal cost. In the optimal quantity, MC = P as in perfect competition.

* Labor Demand: If a firm can hire any fraction of labor, e.g. any number of hours of

work, the optimal labor demand satisfies P ·MPL = W , i.e. the value of the marginal product

of labor of the last unit of labor equals the wage rate.

QUESTION 1 (Labor Demand - True or False)

Indicate whether each of the following is true or false and explain your answer.

(a) The labor supply can have a negative slope if leisure is an inferior good.

(b) An increase in every worker’s productivity increases equilibrium wages.

(c) Labor demand shifts upward when people’s taste over leisure change.

(d) Each worker’s wage is equal to the value of their marginal production.

(e) If a worker increases his labor supply when wages go up, leisure must be a normal good.

(f) If the wage is 500andthepriceoftheoutputis20 the MPL for the last labor unit is 25 units.

QUESTION 2 (1st Degree Price Discrimination)

Consider Cortney Nowatske’s problem. She’s a monopolist on cool haircuts. She has 3

types of consumers: women, men and “I-have-an-event-tomorrow” desperate costumers. Their

demands for haircuts are given by:

PW = 20 −Q PM = 18 − 0.5Q PD = 30 − 2Q

The inputs used for each type of consumer are actually different, so the monopolist marginal

cost is different for each type of consumer. We have that

MCW = 6, MCM = 3, MCD = 6.

(a) How much will she charge for each of the services?

(b) In equilibrium, what would be her most popular service?

(c) Suppose that she behaved in a perfectly competitive way. What would now be her prices

for each service? What would be the consumer’s surplus?

(d) Compare the two previous situations to find the deadweight loss when she behaves as

monopolist.
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(e) If she were able to perfectly discriminate, what would be the equilibrium now? What

would the deadweight loss be?

(f) Rank these 3 pricing systems (your answer in a, c and f) according to what would Cortney

prefer, and according to what consumers will prefer.

QUESTION 3 (2nd Degree Price Discrimination - hard: optional)

Using the information from the previous problem, asume that she is not allowed to set

different prices by law.

(a) What would be her optimal decision of which price to charge?

(b) Which type of costumers would be happy and which un-happy with this change.

(c) At that price, will she serve all three types of consumers, i.e. will all three types of

consumers have a positive demand at that price?

(d) Now assume she can set different prices, but she cannot distinguish who is desperate for a

haircut and who is not, but she knows that one third of the desperate costumers are men

and two thirds are women. What would be the price for women and for men haircuts?

Thanks for the awesome semester!
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